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Every two years, the Northwest Center of Excellence for Marine Manufacturing and
Technology at Skagit Valley College commissions a web survey of boat and ship
manufacturers and repairers in Washington State. The initial survey took place in 2007,
and this report presents the results of the 2009 survey.
The primary purpose of this survey is to gain a better understanding of trends in
employment and compensation within this specific region and industry. The survey
covers current employment and vacancies, forecasted employment and retirements,
wages, employment benefits, and training. Within these topics, survey questions focus on
11 key hourly occupations1:
Employers contributed information through a web survey in March and April of 2009.
The response rate for the 2009 survey was 31 percent (68/217), an improvement over the
22 percent response rate in 2007.2
The 2009 survey results paint the picture of an industry greatly affected by the downturn
in the economy. Between 2007 and 2009, the recession affected most of the topics
covered by this survey. Specific findings highlighting the difficulties faced by the
industry include the following:
 Employment was down by almost 30 percent.
 The vacancy rate dropped by close to half.
 Median hourly wages declined slightly for most occupations at most levels of
experience.
 The proportion of companies offering bonus and profit sharing programs dropped
from almost two-thirds of the companies to roughly one-third.
 Survey respondents included fewer organizations focused on repair, and the
manufacturers were smaller.

1 The key occupations in the 2009 survey were marine carpenters, marine electricians, marine mechanics,
aluminum welders, steel welders, Fiberglas technicians – closed molded, Fiberglas technicians – open
molded, riggers, assemblers, patch and repair, and painters.
2
In the 2009 survey 13 respondents did not report any employees in the key occupations so they were
removed from the analysis and results.
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On the other hand, the industry appears to be resilient, and there are some bright spots
among the survey results:
 Employers forecast modest growth of almost 3 percent in employment by 2011.
 Most employment benefits were not affected by the recession. Health insurance
coverage and 401k programs were offered by the same percentage of companies
in both surveys. Additionally, it appears that employers in this industry were more
likely to offer most types of employment benefits than employers in other
industries in Washington State.
These findings are explored in further detail below.

Employer Characteristics
Survey results were analyzed by primary company focus (manufacturing/repair),
company size (number of employees), and location (selected Workforce Development
Areas). These factors interacted in ways that affected the survey results.
Not surprisingly, the companies that primarily focused on repair tended to be smaller than
the manufacturers. In 2009, for instance, 80 percent of the repairers were very small,
compared to 57 percent of the manufacturers. In general, the survey results that apply to
the large companies also apply to the manufacturers, and the findings for the repairers
mirror those of the smaller companies.
In both surveys, the respondents were not perfectly representative of the industry as a
whole; the very small employers were under-represented. To correct this, the statistical
results were weighted by company size so that the reported results more accurately
represent the industry. 3

Employment
The survey explored the number of employees at the time of the survey, the predicted
change in employment by occupation over the next two years, anticipated retirements in
the same time period, vacancies, and union membership.
1. Staffing: About half the employees worked for an organization focused on repair;
42 percent worked for a manufacturer; and 10 percent worked for a company with
another primary focus. Most of the employees in both surveys worked full-time
(2009: 97%).
2. Forecast Employment & Retirements: In 2007, it appears that these employers
were not expecting the severe economic downturn. Their forecast for 2009 was
26.7 percent growth in the number of employees, while the actual employment
reported in 2009 was a decline of 29.5 percent. This decline is consistent with the
reports of layoffs and closures in Washington State, especially in the six months
prior to the 2009 survey.
3

To facilitate easier and more accurate comparison between the surveys, the 2007 results presented here
have been weighted as well. Since the findings in the original 2007 report were not weighted, the 2007
results presented here are slightly different.
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Employers completing the survey in the midst of the recession in 2009 were
considerably more conservative in their employment predictions for 2011, with an
overall forecast of 2.7 percent growth. Forecasted retirements among employees
in the key occupations during the same time period were at 6.4 percent. Thus,
openings to replace retirees were expected to outpace openings due to industry
growth by more than two to one.
Companies focused on repair had much more pessimistic predictions than
manufacturers. Repairers forecasted that employment would decline in seven of
the key occupations, while manufacturers predicted declines in only two
occupations.
3. Vacancies: As might be expected with the recession (and accompanying
increases in statewide unemployment rates), the vacancy rate declined between
the two surveys, from 11.2 percent in 2007 to 5.5 percent in 2009. Consistent with
this finding, employers indicated that filling vacancies became much easier in
2009.
4.

Unionization: Union membership was not common among the respondents in
either survey. In 2009, employees were union members at less than 10 percent of
the companies that employed each occupation.

Median Hourly Wages
Respondents provided the average hourly wage for each key occupation at the entry level,
with five years of experience, and at the maximum potential wage.
1. Change in Wages: Median wages declined slightly (roughly 4-5%) between 2007
and 2009, for most occupations at most levels of experience. The downturn in the
economy had the greatest effect on the maximum potential wages, both in the
number of occupations experiencing declining wages and in the size of the
declines. Maximum potential wages declined in nine of the key occupations,
while wages at the entry level and with five years experience declined for seven
occupations.
2. Highest and Lowest Paid Occupations: In general, the highest paid occupations
were marine carpenters, marine electricians, and marine mechanics. The
occupations with the lowest wages were painters, riggers, assemblers, and patch
and repair.
3. Potential Earnings Growth within Occupations: Aluminum welders had the most
growth potential between their entry-level and maximum wages. Their maximum
wages of $25.00 per hour were almost double the entry-level wages of $12.57 per
hour. The occupations with the least potential wage growth were painters and
patch and repair , both with entry wages of $12.00 per hour and maximum wages
of $18.00 per hour.
4. Wages by Manufacturing/Repair: As in the 2007 survey, the 2009 median wages
were slightly higher for companies focusing on repair than for the manufacturers.
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Employment Benefits
The survey covered a variety of topics regarding wages and benefits, including profit
sharing, stock options, 401k programs, health insurance, and paid leave (vacation, sick
leave, and personal time off).
1. The Cost of Employment Benefits: Employment benefits added a median of 20
percent to the cost of each employee in 2009, up from 17 percent in 2007. As in
the 2007 survey, large companies offered the most comprehensive benefits, which
also cost the most, adding 28 percent to the cost of each employee in 2009.
2. 401k Programs: Forty-one percent of the respondents in both surveys offered a
401k retirement program, and close to three-quarters of those with a 401k
program matched employees’ contributions.
3. Bonus/Profit Sharing: Bonuses and profit sharing programs became much less
common in 2009. While 64 percent of the employers offered bonuses or profit
sharing in 2007, only 39 percent did so in 2009. It appears that most of this
decline was in companies at the extremes of the categories of size: the very small
companies and the large companies.
4. Employee Stock Option Programs: Employee stock ownership plans (ESOP’s)
were rarely offered (2% in 2007 and 2009).
5. Health Insurance: The vast majority of companies offered health insurance to
their employees, regardless of primary company focus, size, or location: 88
percent in both 2007 and 2009. The proportion of health insurance that employees
paid for themselves (not including dependents) averaged 15 percent in 2007 and
17 percent in 2009. In 2009, employees at the small and very small companies
paid a larger proportion of the health insurance costs than employees at medium
and large companies.
6. Paid Leave: Almost all of the companies offered paid vacation (92%); over half
provided Personal Time Off (57%); and roughly one-third supplied paid sick
leave in their benefits package (31%). The number of hours of paid leave offered
by survey respondents varied widely.
7. This Industry Compared to Other Industries: These survey results are presented
alongside similar employee benefit data for the entire state, from the Washington
State E mployee Benefits Survey Report published by the Labor Market and
Economic Analysis division of the Washington State Employment Security
Department in March of 2009.
In general, it appears that boat and ship builders and repairers were more likely to
offer employment benefits than employers in other industries in Washington
State. This was true for 401k programs, health insurance coverage, paid vacation,
and PTO in most of the company size categories. Paid sick leave appeared to be
more common at companies in other industries.
2009 Washington State Marine Industry E mployment and Compensation
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Employee Training
The 2009 survey tested a new module of questions on the subject of employee training,
covering the following topics: types of training offered, public funds for training, ratings
of effectiveness of different sources of training, and the influence of training on hiring.
1. Types of Training Offered: Respondents were asked which types of training they
have offered; this included covering the cost of training or providing time off for
training. Over three-quarters of the respondents provided on-the-job training
(OJT), and close to half offered another form of in-house training. Thirty-eight
percent provided support for their employees to receive training from factory
schools. Twenty-one percent supported their employees receiving training from
non-profit organizations (i.e., Association of Marine Technicians), and 21 percent
supported training through community and technical college (CTC) programs.
Only 4 percent had not provided any employee training.
Among the companies providing in-house training, many offered more than one
type of training. Over half of these companies offered self-directed training
through each of the following methods: CD’s, the internet, and paper materials.
Over one-quarter of the companies with in-house training offered on-site
classrooms with instructors.
2. Public Funds for Training: It was rare for companies to use state or federal
workforce development funds or other public funds for their training (6%).
3. Effectiveness of Training: Survey respondents rated each type of training on a
scale of “very effective”, “somewhat effective”, and “not at all effective”. OJT
was the most highly rated type of training, with close to three-quarters of the
respondents indicating that it was very effective. Over 40 percent of the
employers gave a “very effective” rating to factory training and to in-house
training other than OJT. Opinions were split about training from non-profit
organizations. Over one-third rated these programs as very effective, but this
training also garnered the highest level of “not at all effective” ratings of any of
the different types of training, at 18 percent. Most of the respondents rated
training from CTC’s as somewhat effective (81%). Only 12 percent indicated that
CTC programs were very effective.
4. Influence of Training on Hiring Decisions: Overall, it is clear that OJT was the
most influential type of training in hiring decisions. Over half of the respondents
indicated that it was greatly influential in hiring all occupations except patch and
repair. Ratings of the influence of the other three types of training on hiring
decisions varied quite a bit depending upon the occupation.
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BA C K GR OUND AND M E T H O D O L O G Y
The Northwest Center of Excellence for Marine Manufacturing and Technology at Skagit
Valley College (“the Center”) serves as a resource hub for industry trends, best practices,
innovative curriculum, and professional development for the boat and ship building,
repair and refit industries of Washington State. The Center’s mission is to maximize
resources by bringing together economic, workforce, education and industry partners in
order to develop highly skilled employees and increase the competitiveness of these
Washington State industries.
Every two years, the Center commissions a web survey of boat and ship manufacturers
and repairers in Washington State. The initial survey took place in 2007, and this report
presents the results of the 2009 survey. The next round is scheduled for 2011. The Social
and Economic Sciences Research Center at Washington State University designed and
conducted both surveys.
The purpose of the survey is to create a detailed database of regionally specific economic
and workforce information for this industry. The results will be shared with employers,
educators, and economic and workforce development professionals.
The main topics covered are current and projected employment – including vacancies and
forecasted retirements – and wages and benefits. The 2009 survey also introduces a new
module of questions about training.
Within these topics, the survey focuses on 11 key hourly occupations. Survey results
have been analyzed to see if they vary by additional factors, including the following:
 Primary company focus (manufacturing/repair),
 Company size (number of employees), and
 Location (selected Workforce Development Areas).
Comparisons between the 2007 and 2009 surveys are provided in this report as well.
Future research may explore the industry with more breadth (i.e. soliciting information
about a wider range of occupations) and more depth (i.e. examining specific skill levels
within an occupation). Other areas of interest for future study include exploring education
and skill sets, subcontracting trends, vertical integration within the industry, and how the
regional industry fits into the global economy.

Why an Employer Survey?
While general information about the industry is available through other sources, there are
definite advantages to gathering information directly from employers:


More precise industry definition: The survey sample can be finely tuned to
include most employers who build and/or repair ships and boats. Available statelevel data must be designated by North American Industry Classification System
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(NAICS) codes, and there is no single code that encompasses this specific set of
employers. For instance, some employers who do boat repair, such as marinas and
boat dealers, are included in different NAICS codes.


Occupational data within industry: The survey data can be broken down by
occupation within this particular set of employers. Standard statewide data is
available by occupation or industry. For instance, wage data is provided for
carpenters or for the marine industry but not for marine carpenters who work for
boat and ship builders and repairers.



Employer forecasting: Employment forecasts are based on employers’
estimations, rather than historical trends.



More detailed data: The survey allows for the collection of more detail than is
available in standard statewide data, such as wages at the entry level, with five
years experience, and the maximum potential wage.



More recent data: Employer surveys do not have the lag time associated with
other sources of economic data. For instance, at the time that this survey was
collecting 2009 Q1 data, the most recent data available through the Washington
State Employment Security Department was 2008 Q3. As a result, this survey
reflects the downturn in the economy more clearly than other data sources
available at this time.4



F lexibility in survey topics: An additional benefit to conducting an employer
survey of employment and compensation is the ability to add modules of
questions about related topics, such as training.

The downside to collecting information via an employer survey is that the results may
represent only the respondents who elect to participate. In general, the first step in
analyzing survey results is to compare the demographics of the respondents with the
entire population of employers. If the respondents resemble the population, the survey
results can be generalized to the population at large.
In the 2007 and 2009 surveys, the respondents were not perfectly representative of the
industry as a whole: the very small employers were under-represented. This is not
surprising since smaller companies may have less time to spend responding to surveys.
To correct this, the statistical results were weighted by company size so that the reported
results more accurately represent the industry as a whole.
To facilitate easier and more accurate comparison between the surveys, the 2007 results
presented here have been weighted as well.5 Since the findings in the original 2007 report
were not weighted, the 2007 results presented here are slightly different.

4
5

Please see Appendix A for further background on the industry.
The 2007 results were weighted based on 2007 ESD data for NAICS 336612 and part of NAICS 811490.
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Comparisons between 2007 and 2009 Survey Results
This report presents both the 2007 and 2009 survey results. One of the intrinsic values of
conducting multiple iterations of a survey is the ability to compare results over time.
Nonetheless, this comparison should be handled with care, keeping the following
cautions in mind:


These surveys collect data at a specific point in time, creating a “snapshot” of
industry conditions as they are then perceived. Thus, differences between the
two surveys could be caused by a wide variety of factors that may not indicate
long-term or permanent shifts in the industry. For instance, if a large company
receives a large contract shortly before the survey, this may appear in the results
as an increase in employment, though it may be reflective of a short-term increase
rather than long-term, industry-wide growth.



As future iterations of the survey become available, the trends will become clearer
because the results will cover a longer period of time, with more data points.
Since this report contains results from only two points in time, it is difficult to
draw definitive conclusions regarding trends in the industry.



While some of the responding companies were the same in the two surveys, the
two samples are not identical. Differences in the respondents can cause some
variation in the results, though weighting the results minimizes this effect.
(Additionally, with the downturn in the economy, some 2007 respondents went
out of business; therefore, some of the change in respondents was a legitimate
reflection of changes in the industry.)

While all possible efforts were made to ensure that comparisons between the two surveys
were valid and reliable, such as weighting the data and inflation-adjusting the 2007
wages, it is important to understand the limitations of the results as well.

M ETHODOLOGY

Survey Protocol Development
The 2007 survey protocol was used as the base for developing the 2009 survey. The 2007
survey was designed through collaboration with the Center and extensive review by an
advisory committee, consisting of representatives from Nordic Tug, Cap Sante Marine,
U.S. Marine, the Northwest Marine Trade Association (NMTA), the state department of
Community, Trade, and Economic Development (CTED) and the Northwest Workforce
Development Council. The advisory committee represented marine manufacturers and
repairers of all sizes.
In 2009, some items were removed while others were added, according to the Center’s
changing research priorities. In particular, the key occupations included in the survey
were fine tuned, the section of safety questions was replaced by a module on training, and
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the question on anticipated retirements was modified slightly. These changes are
described in further detail below.
The occupations included in the survey changed in several ways. In order to collect
additional detail, the general category of welders split into two categories: 1) steel
welders and 2) aluminum welders. Likewise, the category F iberglas laminators was
renamed F iberglas technicians and split into two categories: 1) F iberglas technicians
performing closed-molded injection and 2) F iberglas technicians performing openmolded lamination. This change reflected the advancements in composite technology
within the industry and the diversification of these two types of technicians. Throughout
the rest of this report, these categories are referred to as F iberglas technicians closed and
F iberglas technicians open.
With the addition of the new occupational categories, there were concerns that the survey
would become too long and time-consuming for employers, with a negative effect on the
response rate. Therefore, the category of composite laminators was removed from the
survey.
K ey O ccupations in the Survey: 2007 and 2009
F igure 1

:

Key Occupations in the Survey: 2007 and 2009

2007 Occupations

2009 Occupations

1. Marine Carpenters

1. Marine Carpenters

2. Marine Electricians

2. Marine Electricians

3. Marine Mechanics

3. Marine Mechanics

4. Welders
5. Fiberglas Laminators
6. Composite Laminators

4. Steel Welders
5. Aluminum Welders
6. Fiberglas Technicians Closed Molded
7. Fiberglas Technicians Open Molded
NA (Not in 2009 survey)

7. Riggers

8. Riggers

8. Assemblers

9. Assemblers

9. Patch and Repair

10. Patch and Repair

10. Painters

11. Painters

Survey instructions requested that respondents classify each employee in one primary
occupation only, despite the fact that a single employee may perform duties in multiple
categories.6 The survey also directed respondents to include all employees who work in
that category, regardless of skill level. For wage questions, this would mean averaging
the wages across all skill levels. Finally, the survey acknowledged that this list of
occupations is not comprehensive and requested that respondents exclude information
about employees outside of these categories.
6

No specific instructions were provided on how to select an employee’s primary occupation.
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One additional change to the survey protocol was in the question on anticipated
retirements. In 2007, employers provided estimated retirements for the period of five
years after the survey. In 2009, this timeframe changed to two years post-survey, in order
to be consistent with the timeframe used in forecasting employment.
A departure from the 2007 survey development process, this web survey was not beta
tested with employers prior to launching. However, the original survey steering
committee vetted the survey revisions.

Sample Selection
The survey attempted to contact all marine manufacturers and repairers with employees
in the key occupations in Washington State. The Center and NMTA compiled the list of
potential respondents, which contained 331 companies, 234 with email addresses. A
single recipient was designated at each company, most often the company owner,
manager, or human resources representative.
This is a smaller list of potential respondents than in 2007 (372 companies, 358 with
email). In 2007, the list included many companies that were related to the marine industry
but did not focus on manufacturing or repair; efforts were made to identify and remove
these companies in 2009.

Survey Administration
Data was gathered through an online survey. In order to maximize employer participation
in the survey, the Center and NMTA notified their respective workgroups and
constituents about the survey and encouraged participation.
The survey launched on March 11th, 2009, and remained open through April 24th, 2009.
Respondents received an email invitation to participate that included their username and
password, as well as a link to access the survey website. They were able to save their
work on the survey and complete it in multiple sessions. However, after the final
“submit” button was selected, they were locked out of the survey. The invitation emails
were successfully emailed to 219 companies.
Reminder emails were sent on March 19th, March 23rd, March 31st, April 3rd, April 14th,
and April 22nd, 2009, to all respondents who had not pressed the final “submit” button as
of those dates.

Response Rate
Of the 234 companies with email addresses, invitation emails were successfully delivered
to 219. After the survey launch, two companies contacted the researchers and requested
to be removed from the list of potential respondents, leaving a pool of 217 potential
respondents.
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Sixty-eight respondents either partially or fully completed the web survey, for a response
rate of 31 percent (68/217). This is an improvement over the 22 percent response rate
from 2007 (70/316). The increased response rate may be due to the increased frequency
of reminder emails, as well as improvements in the list of potential respondents.
Thirteen respondents reported that their primary focus was something other than
manufacturing or repair and that they didn’t have any employees in the key occupations
so they were removed from the analysis.

C O M P A N Y C H A R A C T E R IST I CS
In addition to employment and compensation data, the survey also collected basic
descriptive information about these companies, including company size, location,
primary focus (manufacturing/repair) and the hull size of the largest boat or ship with
which they will work.

Company Size
For survey analysis, the employers were assigned to four different company size
categories, according to their number of employees:
 Very small: one to nine employees
 Small: 10 to 19 employees
 Medium: 20-49 employees
 Large: 50 or more employees
The break points for these categories match those used by the Washington State
Employment Security Department, facilitating easier comparison with their data.
This is an industry with a preponderance of very small companies. Two-thirds of the
industry (66%) and 40 percent of the survey respondents had fewer than 10 employees. 7
The companies responding to the survey ranged in size from only 2 to 698 employees,
with a median size of 8.8 Company size was consistent between 2007 and 2009.9 (See
Figure 2)

7

The respondent data presented here is not weighted. After weighting, it represents the same breakdowns
as the population data. The remainder of the data presented in this report is weighted.
8
The median is one way to report the “average” of a set of numbers; specifically, it is the value where half
the cases fall below it, and half are above.
9
Data on company size for the overall population of companies in this industry was supplied by the
Washington State Employment Security Department and represents NAICS 336612 and part of NAICS
811490. The most recent ESD data available at the time of the survey was 2008 Q3. The company size
breakdowns (and other ESD data) is based on 2008
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F igure 2

:

2007 and 2009 Distribution by Company Size: Population and Survey Respondents

2007 and 2009 D istribution by C ompany Size:
Population and Survey R espondents
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21%

13%

22%

20 to 49 employees

13%

19%

13%

24%

50+ employees

9%

24%

8%

15%

Companies that primarily focused on repair tended to be smaller than the manufacturers.
In 2009, for instance, 80 percent of the repairers were very small, compared to 57 percent
of the manufacturers. (See Figure 3)
While the repairers were smaller than the manufacturers in both surveys, the gap between
them shrank in 2009, primarily due to the manufacturers becoming smaller companies. In
2007, almost one-third of the manufacturers (30%) were large (with at least 50
employees). By 2009, only 11 percent of the manufacturers were large. In contrast, the
company size of repairers remained very similar between the two surveys.
This finding is logical when the downturn in the economy is taken into consideration,
along with the many reports in the media of consumers repairing goods rather than
purchasing new items. One respondent explained their current situation as follows:
“[Our] primary focus is Manufacturing, but recently orders are down and repairs have
increased.”
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F igure 3

:

2007 and 2009 Primary Focus (Repair/Manufacture) by Company Size

2007 and 2009 Primary Focus (R epair/M anufacture) by C ompany Size
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Company Location
For economic analysis, Washington State is often divided into 12 Workforce
Development Areas (WDA’s). This enables regional comparisons without going into the
minutia of comparing all 39 counties.
M ap of W ashington State Counties and Wor kforce Development A reas10
F igure 4

:

Map of Washington State Counties and Workforce Development Areas

County Codes
Clallam, Jefferson, Kitsap
Grays Harbor, Lewis, Mason, Pacific, Thurston
Island, San Juan, Skagit, Whatcom
Snohomish
King
Pierce
Clark, Cowlitz, Skamania, Wahkiakum
Adams, Chelan, Douglas, Grant, Okanogan
Kittitas, Klickitat, Yakima
Asotin, Columbia, Ferry, Garfield, Lincoln,
Pend Oreille, Stevens, Walla Walla, Whitman
Benton, Franklin
Spokane

W D A Code

W D A Names

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Olympic Consortium
Pacific Mountain WDA
Northwest WDA
Snohomish County WDA
Seattle-King County WDA
Pierce County WDA
Southwest Washington WDA
North Central WDA
Tri-County WDA
Eastern Washington WDA

11
12

Benton-Franklin WDA
Spokane WDA

In both 2007 and 2009, the Workforce Development Areas (WDA’s) with the most
companies in this industry were King (38% in 2009), Northwest (19%), Snohomish
(21%), and the Olympic Consortium (5%).

10

Spokane County Workforce Development Area, Summary and Definitions, Workforce Explorer
Washington, Labor Market and Economic Analysis, Washington State Employment Security Department,
http://www.workforceexplorer.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=5564, accessed 7 August 2009.
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F igure 5

:

2007 and 2009 Breakdown by Company Location

2007 and 2009 B reakdown by C ompany L ocation (W D A )
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Breakdowns of the survey results are provided in the remainder of the report for the three
WDA’s that were highlighted in the 2007 report: King, Northwest, and the combined
WDA’s of Olympic/Pacific Mountain. While the three WDA’s were fairly similar, there
were some differences (See Figure 6 and Figure 7):


King and Northwest primarily consisted of very small companies that focused
mainly on repair. This describes roughly two-thirds of the companies in these
WDA’s.



Olympic/Pacific Mountain had a similar mix of repair/manufacturing, with about
two-thirds of the companies focused on repair. However, these companies tended
to be a bit larger than those in the other WDA’s. Only 37 percent of the
companies in Olympic/Pacific Mountain were very small, compared to about twothirds of the King and Northwest WDA’s.
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F igure 6 11

:

2007 and 2009 Selected WDA’s by Company Size

2007 and 2009 Selected W D A 's by C ompany Size
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2007 and 2009 Selected WDA’s by Primary Focus (Manufacture/Repair)

2007 and 2009 Selected W D A 's by Primary Focus (M anufacture/R epair)
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It is unclear why the proportion of very small employers in the Olympic/Pacific Mountain WDA declined
by 40 percentage points between the 2007 and 2009 surveys. This is likely due to small companies going
out of business or downsizing to the point that they did not have the personnel available to complete the
survey.
12
It is unclear why the make-up of the King WDA shifted from 4% to 27% manufacturing between the two
surveys. This may be due to the smaller repair-focused organizations going out of business and downsizing.
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Primary Company Focus: Repair vs. Manufacturing
Respondents were asked whether their primary focus was marine repair, manufacturing,
or something else. (See Figure 8)
“Our sales have slowed to a
Between 2007 and 2009, the distribution of
trickle, and efforts to boost
manufacturers and repairers shifted, with
them
have been unrewarding.”
manufacturers comprising a larger proportion of
- Small Manufacturer
the industry in 2009. One possible explanation is
that since repairers tended to be very small
companies, they were more likely to go out of business in the economic downturn, while
manufacturers were more likely to downsize.
In 2009…
 About half of the respondents primarily focused on repair (49%).
o Of the repairers, 18 percent also did manufacturing work.
 Forty-two percent of the respondents primarily focused on manufacturing.
o Over three-quarters of the manufacturers (78%) also did repair work.
 Nine percent had a different primary focus, including the following:
o Marine construction
o Retail sales
o Moorage
o Boat dealership
F igure 8

:

2007 and 2009 Breakdown by Primary Focus (Manufacturing/Repair)

2007 and 2009 B reakdown by Primary Focus
(M anufacturing/R epair)
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Maximum Vessel Size
Ten percent of the respondents manufactured or repaired vessels with a maximum hull
size of up to 25 feet. Twenty-one percent worked on vessels with a maximum length of
26 to 49 feet. One-third (33%) worked on vessels with a maximum size of 50 to 99 feet.
Thirty-six percent worked with vessels with a maximum size of 100 feet or more. The
distribution is similar between the two surveys. (See Figure 9)
F igure 9

:

2007 and 2009 Breakdown by Maximum Vessel Size

2007 and 2009 B reakdown by M aximum Vessel Size
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R ESU LTS
The survey results are presented in the following four chapters:


E mployment: Current employment, projected employment, vacancy rates,
difficulty of filling vacancies, anticipated retirements, unionization.



W ages: Median hourly wage at the entry level, with five years experience, and
the maximum potential wage.
E mployment Benefits: Percentage that employment benefits add to the cost of
each employee, bonus/profit sharing, employee stock option programs, 401k
programs, health insurance, paid vacation time, sick leave, personal time off.




T raining: Types of training offered, usage of public funds for training,
effectiveness of different training sources, influence of training in hiring.

Breakdowns are provided by occupation, primary company focus, company size, and
selected regions of the state.

E MPL O Y M E N T
This survey collected information about the current number of employees, the predicted
change in employment by occupation over the next two years, current vacancies, the
difficulty of filling vacancies, anticipated retirements, and unionization. Each of these
topics is addressed below.

Current Employment
This survey question asked respondents to report how many full-time and part-time
employees they had in each of the key occupations. The numbers below provide a
snapshot of employment at the time of the survey. As with the other results in this report,
the numbers have been weighted to represent employment in the industry as a whole in
2007 and 2009. (See Figure 10)
 The number of employees reported in the key occupations declined by 29.5
percent between the 2007 and 2009 surveys. This decline is consistent with the
reports of layoffs and closures in Washington State, especially in the six months
prior to the 2009 survey.13
 Among the key occupations in the 2009 survey, the most common were m arine
mechanics (20%), marine carpenters (17%), and marine electricians (11%).
These were the top three occupations for both manufacturers and repairers. The
other occupations each accounted for less than 10 percent of the employees.
 In 2009, about half the employees (49%) worked for an organization focused on
repair; 42 percent worked for a manufacturer; and 10 percent worked for a
company with another primary focus. By comparison, in 2007 there were more
employees in manufacturing (52%) than repair (42%).
 Most employees in both surveys worked full-time (98% in 2007 and 97% in
2009). (See Figure 11)
13

Please see appendix for detailed breakdowns of employment.
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F igure 10

:

2009 Distribution of Employees among Key Occupations

2009 D istribution of E mployees among K ey Occupations
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2007 and 2009 Distribution of Full-Time and Part-Time Employees
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F orecast Growth/Decline in Employment and Anticipated Retirements
Respondents were asked to estimate the number of employees they expect to have in each
occupation two years after the survey. In the 2007 survey, they estimated the employee
counts for 2009, and in 2009 they projected to 2011. Respondents reported also reported
how many current employees they anticipate losing t o retirements in the next two years
(by 2011). 14
These employment forecasts are displayed in two graphs below. Figure 12 shows the
forecasts for 2009, compared to the observed change in the employee counts in the two
surveys. Figure 13 provides the forecasts for 2011 along with the anticipated retirements
by 2011.
Overall, these graphs show that in 2007, these employers were not expecting the severe
economic downturn. The forecast for 2009 was 26.7 percent growth in the number of
employees, while the actual employment reported in 2009 was a decline of 29.5
percent.15 Employers completing the survey in
the midst of the recession in 2009 were
“We have currently laid off all
considerably more conservative in their
staff and suspended production.”
estimates for 2011, with an overall forecast of
- Very small manufacturer
2.7 percent growth.
Employers anticipated that 6.4 percent of their employees in these key occupations will
retire by 2011. This means that openings to replace retirees were expected to outpace
openings due to industry growth by more than two to one.
Forecasts by O ccupation


When examined by occupation, the forecasts in the 2009 survey show the highest
projected growth in F iberglas technicians closed (34%) and open (33%),
followed by painters (10%).



Growth was also anticipated in assemblers (5%), aluminum welders (4%), and
marine electricians (4%).



Employers forecast declines in the employment of workers in patch and repair (14%), steel welders (-9%), marine mechanics (-4%), and riggers (-1%).
Retirements are expected to exceed the loss of jobs in all of these occupations
except patch and repair .



No change was forecast for marine carpenters; however, employers expect to still
be hiring in this occupation to replace the 5 percent of marine carpenters retiring.



The largest percentage of retirements was anticipated within steel welders (10%),
riggers (9%), marine electricians (8%), and marine mechanics (8%).



The lowest percentage of retirements was expected within aluminum welders
(1%).

15

Since composite laminators were not included in the 2009 survey, this occupation was not included in the
calculation of overall percent observed change.
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Forecasts by M anufacturing/Repair


Overall, companies focused on repair had much more pessimistic predictions than
manufacturers. Repairers forecasted that employment would decline in seven of
the key occupations, while manufacturers predicted declines in only two
occupations.



Among manufacturers, the largest growth was anticipated in F iberglas
technicians open and F iberglas technicians closed. The occupation with the
largest anticipated growth among repairers was F iberglas technicians open.



Manufacturers predicted the largest declines in steel welders and marine
mechanics. The greatest declines among repairers were predicted to be in the
employment of asse mblers, aluminum welders, and patch and repair .
Repair organizations were expecting retirements at higher rates (8%) than
manufacturers (5%).



Forecasts by W D A


Employers in the Northwest WDA predicted growth in marine electricians,
marine mechanics, and riggers. There was no change expected in the other
occupations.



In the Olympic/Pacific Mountain WDA, the only occupation with predicted
growth was F iberglas technicians open. Riggers, assemblers and patch and
repair were forecast with no change, and the remaining occupations were all
expected to decline in employment.



In the King WDA, the only occupation with forecasted growth was painters.
F iberglas technicians closed and open were expected to have no change. Declines
were predicted in all other occupations.
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F igure 12

:

2007-2009: Forecast and Observed Change in Employment

2007-2009: Forecast and Observed C hange in E mployment
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*Note: O bserved change in composite laminators is not reported because that occupation
was not included in the 2009 survey.
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2009-2011: Forecast Change in Employment and Anticipated Retirements
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Vacancies
Respondents reported the number of vacancies they were trying to fill at the time of the
survey in each of the key occupations. These numbers provided the basis for calculating a
snapshot of the vacancy rates at the time of the survey. (See Figure 14)
As might be expected with the economic downturn (and accompanying increases in
statewide unemployment rates), the vacancy rate declined between the two surveys, from
11.2 percent in 2007 to 5.5 percent in 2009.
In 2009, the highest vacancy rates were in marine mechanics (11%) and painters (10%),
followed by marine electricians (6%) and F iberglas technicians open (5%).
V acancies by M anufacturing/Repair
 The vacancy rate was slightly higher among organizations focused on repair (7%)
than among manufacturers (5%).
V acancies by W D A
 The vacancy rate was highest in Olympic/Pacific Mountain (12%), followed by
Northwest (9%), and King (4%).
 In the Olympic/Pacific Mountain WDA, the majority of the vacancies were in
marine carpenters and painters.
 In the Northwest WDA, most of the vacancies were in marine mechanics.
 In the King WDA, the majority of the vacancies were in marine mechanics,
painters, and steel welders.
F igure 14

:

2007 & 2009 Vacancy Rates by Occupation

2007 & 2009 Vacancy R ates by Occupation
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Difficulty of F illing Vacancies
The survey asked respondents to report how difficult it has been to fill vacancies in each
position over the past year. This was a multiple choice question with response options of
“not difficult”, “somewhat difficult”, and “very difficult”. (See Figure 15 and
Figure 16)
It appears that filling vacancies has become much easier in 2009, which is consistent with
the decrease in vacancy rates. For instance, in 2007 there were only four occupations
where over 25 percent of the companies indicated that it was easy to fill vacancies. In
2009, all of the occupations but one met that bar.
Overall, positions for marine mechanics were reported as the most difficult to fill in both
2007 and 2009, which is supported by the fact that marine mechanic was the occupation
with the highest vacancy rates in both surveys. Nonetheless, even though this was the
most difficult, it followed the overall trends and became easier to fill in 2009. The
percentage of companies indicating that finding m arine mechanics was very difficult
dropped from 61 percent in 2007 to 37 percent in 2009.
In 2009, the occupations that were the easiest to fill were patch and repair (88% “not
difficult”) and steel welders (81% “not difficult”).
Recruiting Difficulty by Company Size
Medium and large companies were more likely than smaller companies to indicate that it
was “very difficult” to fill vacancies.
Recruiting Difficulty by M anufacturing/Repair
Manufacturers were more likely than repairers to report that it was “very difficult” to fill
vacancies.
Recruiting Difficulty by W D A
Filling vacancies was reported as being the easiest in the King WDA and the most
difficult in Olympic/Pacific Mountain. This finding is consistent with Olympic/Pacific
Mountain having the highest vacancy rate and King having the lowest.
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F igure 15
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2009 Difficulty Filling Vacancies
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Union Membership
For each occupation, respondents reported whether or not their employees were union
members. 16
 Overall, union membership was not common among the respondents in either
survey. In 2009, union members worked in only about half of the key occupations
(6 of 11), and among those occupations, they were unionized at less than 10
percent of the companies that employed each occupation.
 The occupations with union members in 2007 were marine carpenters, marine
electricians, marine mechanics, and riggers. In 2009, the same occupations were
reported as having union membership, with the addition of steel welders and
painters.

16

Please note: the survey question on unionization was intended to enable exploration of the hypothesis
that unionized companies offer higher wages. However, since less than 10 percent of the companies had
unionized employees, this analysis was not possible.
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M E D I A N H O U R L Y W A G ES
Respondents provided the average hourly wage for each key occupation at the entry level,
with five years of experience, and at the maximum potential wage. M edian wages
declined slightly between 2007 and 2009, for most occupations at most levels of
experience. 17 Maximum potential wages declined in nine of the key occupations, while
wages at the entry level and with five years experience declined for seven occupations.


Change in entry-level wages: Most occupations saw declines of 4-5 percent in the
entry-level wages. The biggest decline was in the entry wages for riggers, a 12
percent decrease. Entry-level wages increased, however, for marine mechanics
(3%) and assemblers (2%).



Change in wages with five years experience: There were larger changes in the
five-year wages than the entry-level wages, both as increases and decreases. The
declines ranged as high as 20 percent for riggers, 12 percent for painters, and 10
percent for patch and repair . The remainder of the occupations with declines
were at 4 percent. The only occupation with increased wages at the five year
experience level was assemblers, with an increase of 6 percent.



Change in maximum potential wages: The downturn in the economy had the
greatest effect on the maximum potential wages, both in the number of
occupations experiencing declining wages and in the size of the declines. This
was especially true for the lower-paying occupations of patch and repair (-28%),
riggers (-27%), and painters (-21%). Employers reported wages that were 9
percent less than 2007 for assemblers and 4 percent less for marine electricians
and marine mechanics. Maximum potential wages increased only for marine
carpenters and only by 1 percent.



H ighest and lowest paid occupations: In general, the highest paid occupations
were marine carpenters, marine electricians, and marine mechanics. The
occupations with the lowest wages were painters, riggers, assemblers, and patch
and repair.



Variation between occupations: As employees gained more experience in their
fields, the variation in wages increased. For instance, among entry-level
employees, the difference between the highest and lowest paying occupations was
only $4.00 per hour (based on median wages). At the maximum potential wages,
the difference between the occupations was as much as $6.19 per hour.



Potential earnings growth within occupations: Aluminum welders generally saw
the most growth between their entry-level and maximum potential wages. Their
maximum wages of $25.00 per hour were almost double the entry-level wages of
$12.57 per hour. The occupations with the least potential wage growth were
painters and patch and repair, both with entry wages of $12.00 per hour and
maximum wages of $18.00 per hour.

17

The median is one way to report the “average” of a set of numbers; specifically, it is the value where half
the cases fall below it, and half are above.
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Wages by Manufacturing/Repair: As in the 2007 survey, the 2009 median wages
were slightly higher for companies focusing on repair than for the manufacturers.
The higher wages among repair organizations held true for all occupations, except
marine mechanics, riggers, painters and patch and repair . (See Figure 20)



Wages by Company Size: In the 2007 survey, the wages tended to decline as
company size increased; however, the wages did not follow this pattern in 2009.
Instead, the medium-size companies generally paid the highest hourly wages,
followed by the large companies, the very small companies, and the small
companies. (See Figure 21)



Wages by Workforce Development Area: Generally, median hourly wages were
lowest in the Northwest WDA, highest in the King WDA, and mid-range in
Olympic/Pacific Mountain WDA. (See Figure 22)

The overall wages are presented in three figures below. First, detailed wages are provided
for 2009 (Figure 17). The next figure displays the 2007 inflation adjusted wages. Finally,
the following figure enables easy comparison of the wage trends over time by placing the
two years side-by-side Dotted lines connect the wages for each occupation with five
years experience, from 2007 to 2009. 18 (Figure 19)
Within each occupation, the figures depict three median levels of wages. The bottom
number is the entry-level wage; the center number is the wage with five years experience,
and the top number is the maximum potential wage for that occupation.
F igure 17

:

2009 Median Hourly Wages: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage by Occupation

2009 Median Hourly Wages:
E ntry L evel, with F ive Years E xperience, and M aximum Potential Wage
by Occupation
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Patch & Repair

Assemblers

Riggers

Fiberglass
Technicians - Open

Fiberglass
Technicians Closed

Steel Welders

Aluminum Welders

Marine Mechanics

Marine Electricians

Marine Carpenters

$5.00

Please note that the 2007 wages were inflation adjusted to Q1 2009.
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F igure 18

:

2007 Median Hourly Wages: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage by Occupation

2007 Median Hourly Wages:
E ntry L evel, with F ive Years E xperience, and M aximum Potential Wage
by Occupation
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Note: Wages are inflation adjusted to Q1 2009.

F igure 19

:

Comparison of 2007 and 2009 Median Hourly Wages: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage

Maximum
Potential
Entry Level

C omparison of 2007 and 2009 Median Hourly Wages:
E ntry L evel, with F ive Years E xperience, and M aximum Potential Wage
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Note: 2007 wages a re inf lation-adjusted to Q1 2009.
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F igure 20

:

2009 Median Hourly Wages by Manufacturing/Repair: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage

2009 Median Hourly Wages by M anufacturing/R epair:
E ntry L evel, with F ive Years E xperience, and M aximum Potential Wage
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$5.00

Painters
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F igure 21

:

2009 Median Hourly Wages by Employer Size: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage

2009 M edian H our ly W ages by E mploye r Size:
E ntr y L evel, with F ive Y ea rs E xpe r ience, and M aximum Potential W age
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* No wages were reported in these categories.
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F igure 22

:

2009 Median Hourly Wages by Selected WDA: Entry Level, with Five Years Experience, and Maximum Potential Wage

2009 Median Hourly Wages by Selected W D A :
E ntry L evel, with F ive Years E xperience, and M aximum Potential Wage
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E M P L O Y E E B E N E F I TS
The survey covered a variety of topics regarding employment benefits. Specific employee
benefit topics included profit sharing, stock options, 401k programs, health insurance,
and paid leave.
These survey results are presented alongside similar employee benefit data for the entire
state, from the Washington State E mployee Benefits Survey Report published by the
Labor Market and Economic Analysis division of the Washington State Employment
Security Department in March of 2009. This statewide data was available by company
size for 2008. Some statewide comparison data is presented for 2007 as well.
Each employee benefit is presented below in a separate section, with two figures. The
first figure provides the overall survey results for 2007 and 2009, along with breakdowns
for the 2009 data by primary focus (manufacturing/repair), company size, and location.
The second figure shows 2007 and 2009 breakdowns by company size for the marine
industry (from this survey) and statewide breakdowns for 2008 (from the Washington
State E mployee Benefits Survey Report).

Percentage that Benefits Add to the Cost of E ach Employee
Employment benefits added a median of 20 percent to the cost of each employee in 2009,
up from 17 percent in 2007. (See Figure 23) As in the 2007 survey, large companies
offered the most comprehensive benefits, which also cost the most, adding 28 percent to
the cost of each employee in 2009. There were no differences in the percentage that the
benefits package added to the employee costs at companies within the different WDA’s
or between manufacturers and repairers.
F igure 23

:

Median Percentage that Benefits Add to the Cost of Each Employee by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s

Median Percentage that Benefits A dd to the C ost of E ach E mployee
by M anufacturing/R epair, C ompany Size, and Selected W D A 's

Company Size
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401k Programs
Forty-one percent of the respondents offered a 401k retirement program, and close to
three-quarters of those with a 401k program matched employees’ contributions (72%).
The maximum percentage of employees’ contributions that the companies matched
ranged from 2 to 100 percent, with a median of 5 percent. (See Figure 24 and Figure 25)
The percentage of companies offering 401k programs did not change between 2007 and
2009. However, there were changes in the survey results by company size. More of the
medium and large-size companies offered 401k plans in 2009, while fewer of the small
companies did. The proportion of very small companies offering 401k plans remained
very similar between the two survey periods. In general, the likelihood that employers
offered a 401k plan tended to increase with company size. Manufacturers were also more
likely than repairers to offer 401k’s, which is not surprising since manufacturers tended
to be larger companies.
F igure 24

:

401k Programs: Percentage of Companies Offering Programs by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s

401k Programs: Percentage of C ompanies Offering
Programs by M anufacturing/R epair, C ompany Size, and
Selected W D A 's
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Figure 25 offers some comparison data on companies in all industries in Washington
State. This data shows similar trends by company size, where larger companies were
more likely to offer 401k plans. In comparison with all industries, it appears that the
marine manufacturers and repairers represented by this survey were more likely to offer
401k plans.
F igure 2519

:

2007-2009 Percentage of Companies Offering 401k Plans by Company Size: Marine Industry Compared to All Industries

2007-2009 Percentage of C ompanies Offering 401k Plans by
C ompany Size: M arine Industry C ompared to A ll Industries
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Please note: The Employment Security Department data provided in this figure as 401k plans is their
category of “defined contribution plans”, which include 401k plans, as well as target-benefit and moneypurchase pensions, profit sharing, and stock bonus plans.
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Bonus/Profit Sharing Programs
Bonuses and profit sharing programs became much less common in 2009. While 64
percent of the employers offered bonuses or profit sharing in 2007, only 39 percent did so
in 2009. It appears that most of this decline was in companies at the extremes of the
categories of size: the very small companies and the large companies. The rates at which
small and medium companies offered this type of employment benefit did not change as
dramatically. (See Figure 26 and Figure 27)
In general, very small companies were the least likely to offer bonuses or profit sharing
(30%) while medium companies were the most likely to have these programs (64%).
Manufacturers were also more likely than repairers to offer these programs.
F igure 26

:

Bonus or Profit Sharing Programs: Percentage of Companies Offering Programs by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s
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F igure 27
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Employee Stock Ownership Programs
Employee stock ownership plans (ESOP’s) were rarely offered. Only 2 percent of the
respondents in 2007 and 2009 offered ESOP’s. These rates are too low to offer any
significant analysis by manufacture/repair, company size, or WDA. (See Figure 28)
F igure 28

:

Employee Stock Ownership Plans: Percentage of Companies Offering Programs by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s

E mployee Stock Ownership Plans: Percentage of C ompanies
Offering Programs by M anufacturing/ R epair, C ompany Size,
and Selected W D A 's
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H ealth Insurance
The vast majority of companies offered health insurance to their employees, regardless of
primary company focus, size, or location: 88 percent in both 2007 and 2009. (See Figure
29) While the overall percentage of companies offering health insurance did not change
between the two surveys, there were changes within the company size breakdowns.
Between 2007 and 2009, more small and medium companies offered health insurance,
while fewer large companies did. (See Figure 30)
F igure 29

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Health Insurance by Manufacturing/Repair, Company size, and Selected WDA’s
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It appears that employers in this industry (boat and ship manufacturing and repair) were
more likely to offer health insurance coverage than other industries in Washington State.
This was true for all sizes of companies. (See Figure 30)
F igure 30

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Health Insurance by Company Size: Marine Industry Compared to All Industries
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In 2007 and 2009, the proportion of health insurance that employees paid for themselves
(not including dependents) ranged from 0 to 100 percent, with an overall mean of 15
percent in 2007 and 17 percent in 2009. In 2009, employees at the small and very small
companies paid a higher proportion of the health insurance costs than employees at
medium and large companies.
It appears that employees at small and very small companies pay a higher proportion of
their health insurance in the marine industry than among all industries in Washington.
Medium and large companies in the marine industry were similar to other industries in
Washington. (See Figure 31)
F igure 31

:

Percentage of Health Insurance Premiums Covered by the Employee (Not Including Dependents) by Company Size: Marine Industry Compared to All Industries
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Paid Leave: Vacation, Sick Leave, Personal Time Off
The survey asked employers whether they offered paid vacation, sick leave, or personal
time off (PTO) and, if so, the number of hours they offered annually to entry-level
employees (after any probationary period) as well as the maximum potential number of
hours.
Almost all of the companies offered paid vacation (92%); over half provided PTO (57%);
and roughly one-third supplied paid sick leave in their benefits package (31%).20 (See
Figure 32, Figure 33 and Figure 34) PTO fills an interesting niche in the benefits
package, sometimes offered as an alternative to vacation and sick leave and sometimes as
a supplement to the other types of leave. Most of the very employers who offered PTO
also provided paid vacation, regardless of company size.
Boat and ship builders and repairers were different from other industries in the state in
terms of the paid leave offered to employees. Companies in the marine industry were
more likely to offer paid vacation and PTO than employers in other industries, regardless
of company size. However, they were less likely to offer sick leave, especially among
large employers. (See Figure 35)
The number of hours of paid leave offered by survey respondents varied widely:21
 Paid vacation: Entry-level employees received a median of 40 hours of paid level
annually. At the maximum level of paid vacation, the median was 120 hours.
 Sick leave: Employers offered a median of 40 hours of sick leave at the entry
level and maximum level.
 Personal time off: Entry-level PTO had a median of eight hours. PTO at the
maximum levels varied widely, from eight to 240 hours, and the median was 16.
Paid L eave by M anufacturing/Repair
Manufacturers were more likely to offer sick leave than companies that focused on repair.
There was little difference in the rates at which manufacturers and repairers supplied paid
vacation and PTO.
Paid L eave by Company Size
Paid vacation was offered by most companies, regardless of size; however, it was more
common among medium and large companies than small or very small companies. PTO
was most commonly found at employers at the ends of the spectrum of company sizes,
either very small or large. There were no strong patterns in whether sick leave was
offered by companies of different sizes.

20

Please note: This survey question changed in the 2009 survey so 2007 data is not available for
comparison.
21
See appendix for detailed table of the hours of leave offered in 2007 and 2009.
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F igure 32

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Paid Vacation by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s
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* Comparable 2007 data is not availablee. This question changed in 2009.

F igure 33

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Personal Time Off by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s
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*Comparable 2007 data is not available. This question changed in 2009.

F igure 34

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Sick Leave by Manufacturing/Repair, Company Size, and Selected WDA’s
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*Comparable 2007 data is not available. This question changed in 2009.
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F igure 3522

:

Percentage of Companies Offering Paid Vacation, PTO, and Sick Leave by Company Size: Marine Industry (2009) Compared to All Industries (2008)

Percentage of C ompanies Offering Paid Vacation, P T O, and Sick L eave by
C ompany Size: M arine Industry (2009) C ompared to A ll Industries (2008)
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Please note: The Employment Security Department data listed as Personal Time Off in this figure is
“undesignated leave”.
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T RAINING
The 2009 survey was used to test a new module of questions on the subject of employee
training. Survey questions covered the following topics:
 Types of training offered
 Public funds for training
 Effectiveness of training from different sources
 Influence of training from different sources in hiring decisions

Types of Training Offered
Respondents were asked which types of training they have offered; this included covering
the cost of training or providing time off for training. Over three-quarters of the
respondents provided on-the-job training (OJT, 79%), and close to half offered another
form of in-house training, aside from OJT (47%). Thirty-eight percent provided support
for their employees to receive training from factory schools. Twenty-one percent
supported their employees receiving training from non-profit organizations, such as the
American Boat & Yacht Council (ABYC), Association of Marine Technicians
(AMTECH), or American Boat Builders & Repairers Association (ABBRA). Twenty-one
percent supported training through community and technical college (CTC) programs.
Only 4 percent of the respondents had not provided any employee training.
F igure 36
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Percentage of Companies Offering Each Type of Training
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Among the companies providing in-house training, many offered more than one type of
training. Over half of these companies offered self-directed training through CD’s (66%),
the internet (60%), and/or paper materials (58%). Over one-quarter of the companies with
in-house training offered on-site classrooms with instructors (29%).
F igure 37

:

Among Companies Providing In-House Training, the Percentage Offering Each Type
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It was very rare for companies to use state or federal workforce development funds or
other public funds to assist in their training needs. Only 6 percent of the companies had
ever taken advantage of these funding sources. The companies that had used these
funding sources were all medium sized; half were manufacturers, while the other half had
an “other” primary focus. Future research could examine these public funding options, as
well as employers’ awareness and opinions of them.
F igure 38

:

Percentage of Companies that Ever Used State/Federal Workforce Development Funds or Other Public Funds to Assist in Training Needs

Percentage of C ompanies that E ver Used State/F ederal
Wor kforce D evelopment F unds or Other Public F unds to
A ssist in Training N eeds
Don't know
5%

Yes
6%

No
89%
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E ffectiveness of Training
Survey respondents were offered the opportunity to rate each type of training on a scale
of “very effective”, “somewhat effective”, and “not at all effective”.
 OJT was the most highly rated type of training, with close to three-quarters of the
respondents indicating that it was very effective (71%).
 Over 40 percent of the employers gave a very effective rating to in-house training
other than OJT (46%) and to factory training (43%).
 Opinions were split about training from non-profit organizations. Over one-third
rated these programs as very effective (35%), but the training from non-profits
also garnered the highest level of “not at all effective” ratings of any of the
different types of training, at 18 percent.
 Most of the respondents rated training from CTC’s as somewhat effective (81%).
Only 12 percent indicated that CTC programs were very effective.
F igure 39

:

Ratings of Effectiveness of Each Type of Training

R atings of E ffectiveness of E ach Type of Training
100%

12%

80%
60%

46%

71%
47%

40%
20%

0%

43%

35%

53%
27%

81%
Very effective

54%
18%

7%

Somewhat effective
Not at all effective

Influence of Training on Hiring Decisions
While the above ratings on the effectiveness of the different training methods are
interesting, it is clear that further detail would be helpful. Which types of training are the
most important for each occupation? This information was collected through the
following survey question:

To what extent do the following types of training positively influence your
hiring decisions when considering a particular candidate?
The types of training listed were fourfold: 1) OJT or other in-house training with a
previous employer, 2) factory schools, 3) community and technical college (CTC)
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programs and 4) training through non-profit organizations. For each combination of
occupation and type of training, respondents indicated if the training affected their hiring
decisions “greatly”, “somewhat”, or “not at all”.
This complex question proved to be a rich source of information about respondents’
opinions on the various types of training, as they pertain to each occupation. The results
below are presented in two different ways: 1) trends by type of training and 2) trends by
occupation.
The four figures below display the results by type of training: OJT, factory, CTC, and
non-profits. (See Figure 41, Figure 42, Figure 43 and Figure 44) Overall, it is clear that
OJT was the most influential type of training in hiring decisions. Over half of the
respondents indicated that it was greatly influential in hiring all occupations except patch
and repair. Ratings of the influence of the other three types of training on hiring
decisions varied quite a bit depending upon the occupation.
Some general trends by type of training included the following:


On the job training was most influential for steel welders, painters, and riggers.



F actory schools were rated the most influential for marine mechanics and
F iberglas technicians closed.



C T C programs had the most influence on the hiring of steel welders, F iberglas
technicians closed and m arine electricians.



Training programs through non-profit organizations were the most influential
for the hiring of F iberglas technicians closed, steel welders, and marine
electricians.

These types of training are not equally influential in hiring decisions. For OJT, the
highest rating of any occupation was 71 percent, meaning that 71 percent of the
respondents rated OJT as greatly influential in hiring decisions for any particular
occupation. For factory training, the highest rating was 60 percent. It was 50 percent for
training programs through non-profits, and it was 43 percent for CTC programs.
In order to make it easier to review which types of training were rated the most influential
for each occupation, Figure 40 places all the occupations side-by-side and provides the
percentage of respondents stating that each type of training greatly influenced their hiring
decisions. Some interesting findings emerged:


Marine carpenters: OJT was by far the most influential type of training in hiring
decisions for marine carpenters.



Marine electricians: While OJT was about twice as influential as any other type
of training in the hiring of marine electricians, roughly one-third of the
respondents indicated that the three other types of training were also greatly
influential. This was much higher than many other occupations, especially in
regard to the CTC and non-profit training.
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Marine mechanics: Factory training was the most important in the hiring
decisions of marine mechanics, followed closely by OJT.



Steel welders: OJT was by far the most important type of training in considering a
candidate applying for a position as a steel welder. This was followed by CTC
programs. Factory training and programs through non-profits were rated as
influential by over one-quarter of the respondents.



Aluminum welders: Again, OJT was the most influential, with the other three
types of training each garnering support from roughly 20 percent of the
respondents.



F iberglas technician closed: The types of training that were influential in the
hiring decisions of F iberglas technicians were very different depending upon
whether the employers were hiring for open or closed molding. For F iberglas
technicians closed, OJT, factory training, and non-profit provided training were
all rated as greatly affecting hiring decisions by half of the respondents.



F iberglas technician open: For the open-molded positions, only OJT was rated
highly.



Riggers: OJT was far and away the most influential type of training, followed by
factory training, CTC programs, and programs through non-profits.



Patch and Repair: Only OJT was rated as being influential in the hiring of
employees in patch and repair .



Painters: OJT was rated as being greatly influential to almost three times as many
employers as the next highest type of training (factory schools).
F igure 40
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Percentage of Respondents Stating that Each Type of Training Greatly Affects Hiring Decisions

Percentage of R espondents Stating that E ach Type of Training G reatly A ffects Hiring D ecisions
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15%
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F igure 41

:

On the Job Training: Affect on Hiring Decisions by Occupation

On the Job Training: A ffect on Hiring D ecisions by Occupation
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:

Factory Training: Affect on Hiring Decisions by Occupation

F actory Training: A ffect on Hiring D ecisions by Occupation
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F igure 43

:

CTC Training Programs: Affect on Hiring Decisions by Occupation

C T C Training Programs: A ffect on Hiring D ecisions by Occupation
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:

Training from Non-Profit Organizations (ABYC, AMTECH, etc.): Affect on Hiring Decisions by Occupation

Training f rom Non-Profit O rganizations (A B Y C , A M T E C H, etc.):
A ffect on Hiring D ecisions by Occupation
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C O N C L USI O NS
The survey results paint the picture of an industry greatly affected by the downturn in the
economy. Between 2007 and 2009, the recession affected the composition of the
employers, employment in the key occupations, wages, and, to a lesser extent,
employment benefits. Specific findings in each of these areas include the following:


Composition of employers: In 2008 and 2009, newspaper headlines and industry
sources reported many companies in the marine industry laying off employees,
closing sites, halting production temporarily, and going out of business. The
survey results support these anecdotal reports. Compared to 2007, the employers
in this survey included fewer organizations focused on repair, and the
manufacturers were smaller.



Employment: Employment in these key occupations was down by almost 30
percent between 2007 and 2009, a dramatic contrast from the 27 percent growth
that had been predicted. Not surprisingly, the forecasts for 2011 are considerably
more conservative: overall growth of less than 3 percent (with much of the
growth in F iberglas technicians).
The expected retirement of over 6 percent of the employees in these occupations
means that there will continue to be openings for new employees. This includes
three of the four occupations with predicted declines in employment (marine
mechanics, steel welders, and riggers). Patch and repair was the only occupation
with a net contraction in employment, meaning that job losses are expected
beyond the retirements.
Hand-in-hand with the decline in employment since 2007, the vacancy rate also
dropped by roughly half, from over 11 percent to about 6 percent. Not
surprisingly, employers reported that filling vacancies was much easier in 2009.



Wages: Median hourly wages also declined in 2009, for most occupations at most
levels of experience. At the entry level and with five years experience, the
declines were in the range of 4-5 percent for most occupations.
The downturn in the economy had the greatest effect on the maximum potential
wages, both in the number of occupations experiencing declining wages and in
the size of the declines. This was especially true for the lower-paying occupations
of patch and repair (-28%), riggers (-27%), and painters (-21%).



Employment Benefits: The effects of the recession were more muted in regard to
the employment benefits. The biggest change since 2007 was the decline in
companies offering bonus and profit sharing programs, down from almost twothirds of the employers (64%) to roughly one-third (34%). As in 2007, the 2009
survey showed that 41 percent of the companies offered 401k programs, and 88
percent provided health insurance coverage.
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In general, it appears that boat and ship builders and repairers are more likely to
offer employment benefits than employers in other industries in Washington
State. This was true for 401k programs, health insurance coverage, paid vacation,
and PTO in most of the company size categories. Paid sick leave appeared to be
more common at companies in other industries.


Training: While the new survey questions on training do not provide any insight
into the effects of the economy, the results are interesting and deserve mention in
the conclusion of this report. The strongest themes revolve around OJT, which
was by far the most popular type of training. Over three-quarters of the employers
offered OJT (making it the most common type of training). It was also rated the
most effective type of training, with 71 percent rating it “very effective”. By
contrast, less than half (43%) rated factory training as very effective; slightly over
one-third (35%) gave very effective ratings to training from non-profit
organizations; and only 12 percent indicated that CTC programs were very
effective. Not surprisingly, OJT also had the most positive influence on hiring
decisions, when compared to the different types of training.

In sum, these survey results reflect the industry’s responses to the challenging economic
climate. While employment is down, it appears that employers are cautiously optimistic
that there will be some improvement in the economy by the next survey, in 2011.
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A PP E N D I X A : I N D UST R Y B A C K G R O U N D
Boat manufacturers and repair companies in Washington State represent an important and
growing segment of the marine industry and of the state economy. For 2008, the
Washington Employment Security Department (ESD) reported that the boat building and
boat repair industry23 accounted for over $255 million in annual payroll and 6,215
employees.24 (See Figure 45and Figure 46)
F igure 45

:

Washington State Boat Building and Boat Repair Industry Payroll: 1990-2008

Washington State Boat B uilding and Boat R epair Industry
Payroll: 1990-2008
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Source: Washington Employment Security Department,
Labor Market & Economic Analysis Branch, Vancouver Office
Note: 2008 Q4 is an average of Q1-Q3.

23

Based on NAICS 336612 and part of NAICS 811490
Washington Employment Security Department, Labor Market & Economic Analysis Branch, Vancouver
Office, 22 April 2009.
24
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F igure 46

:

Washington State Boat Building and Boat Repair Industry Total Employment: 1990-2008

Washington State Boat B uilding and Boat R epair Industry
Total E mployment: 1990-2008
7,000

6,215

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Source: Washington Employment Security Department,
Labor Market & Economic Analysis Branch, Vancouver Office
Note: 2008 Q4 is an average of Q1-Q3.

While the above figures show the total employment leveling off in 2007 and declining
slightly in 2008, they do not portray the full impact that the economic downturn has had
on this industry. The most recent available ESD data at the time of this report was for the
third quarter of 2008 (2008 Q3). Anecdotal reports indicate that the pleasure boat and
yacht component of the marine industry in Washington State declined sharply in the
fourth quarter of 2008 (2008 Q4) and first quarter of 2009 (2009 Q1). These declines
would not be reflected in the statewide data yet. During this time, many larger companies
downsized, laying off employees and closing sites, and many smaller companies closed
their doors. For instance, Meridian Yachts of Arlington closed with more than 800 people
losing jobs; Walker Bay Boats in Yakima closed its Washington State location and
moved to Mexico and Olympic Boat Centers of Redmond filed for Chapter 11. Since this
survey took place in March and April of 2009, the data presented in this report may
provide a more accurate snapshot of the situation in the industry in 2009.
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A PP E N D I X B : SU R V E Y PR O T O C O L
W ashington State M arine T echnology Industry Survey

Welcome to the Marine Industry Employment and Compensation Survey!
Here are a couple of tips for completing the survey:


Please respond for all of your company sites located in the state. Do not include
company sites located outside of Washington State.



If you need to exit the survey and complete it at a later time, the survey will save
your work. Simple press the “next page” button at the bottom of the questions that
you have completed and then close the browser.



Once you have pressed the "submit" button at the end of the survey, you will not
be able to re-enter the survey.



If you have any questions about the survey or the website, please contact Candiya
Mann, WSU Senior Research Associate, at 360-373-0468 or candiya@wsu.edu.

Q1. Does your company’s work primarily focus on…
 Manufacturing
 Repair
 Other
 Don’t know
Q2. [IF OTHER] What is your company’s primary focus?
Q3. [IF MANUFACTURING] Does your company also do repair work?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q4. [IF REPAIR] Does your company also do manufacturing?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
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Q5. How many employees does your company have at all of your sites in Washington
State? (Please include A L L employees, not just hourly employees) _____________
Q6. What is the zip code at your main site in Washington State? ________________ zip
code
Q7. What is the maximum vessel size your company produces and/or repairs (in feet)?
_____________ feet
We are especially interested in certain hourly jobs at your company. The following
questions will focus on eleven different categories of hourly occupations.
1. Marine carpenters
2. Marine electricians
3. Marine mechanics
4. Aluminum welders
5. Steel welders
6. Fiberglas/composite technicians (close-molded)
7. Fiberglas/composite technicians (open-molded)
8. Riggers (electrical/mechanical/sailboat)
9. Assemblers
10. Patch & repair (i.e. patch & detail)
11. Painters
Please note:
 Please classify each employee in ONE primary occupation only. We recognize
that some employees may perform work in more than one job category. For
simplicity, please select the category that most closely represents each
employee’s primary job category.


Please include all employees that fit in each job category, regardless of their skill
level. For wage questions, please average the wage data across all skill levels, if
necessary.



This is not a comprehensive list of occupations. Employees who do not fit into
any of these occupations should not be included.
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Q8. Please mark the occupations covered by your current employees and your planned
hiring in the next two years.
Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
Q9- 12. How many employees do you currently have in each of these occupations, and in
the next two years (by 2011) how many employees do you expect to have in each
occupation? (Estimates are fine.)
Current
number of
Full-time
Employees

Current
number of
Part-time
Employees

Number of
Full-time
Employees in
2012

Number of
Part-time
Employees
in 2012

Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
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Q13. Are any of these occupations unionized at your company?
Unionized

Not Unionized

Decline to
Respond/Not
Applicable

Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
Q14. For each occupation, how many vacant positions are you currently trying to fill?
Number of Current
Vacancies
Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
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Q15. In the past year, how difficult has it been to fill vacancies in each occupation?
Very
difficult

Somewhat
difficult

Not
difficult

Does not apply

Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
Q16. Over the next two years, how many of your current employees in these occupations
do you anticipate losing to employee retirements?
Retirements in the next
2 years (2009-2011)
Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (close-molded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (open-molded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
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Wages & Benefits:
Q17, 18 & 19. What is the average hourly wage you currently offer for employees at the
entry-level (after any probationary period), with five years experience, and at the
maximum potential for each occupation?
Entry-Level
Hourly Wage

Hourly Wage with
5 Years Experience

Maximum
Potential Hourly
Wage

Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (closemolded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (openmolded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
Q20. What percentage does the total benefits package add to the cost of each employee?
__________%
Q21. Does your company offer any sort of bonus or profit sharing program?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q22. Does your company offer an Employee Stock Ownership Plan?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
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Q23. Does your company offer a 401k for your employees?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q24. [IF YES] Does your company match employee 401k contributions?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q25. [IF YES] What is the maximum percentage of employee 401k contributions
that your company will match through the 401k? ___________%
Q26. Does your company offer health insurance coverage?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q27. [If YES] On average, what percentage of the cost of health insurance do
employees pay for themselves, not including dependents? (An estimate is fine.)
___________%

Q28. Does your company offer the following benefits?
Paid vacation
Sick leave
Personal time off

Yes


No








Q29 & 30. For each benefit that your company offers (paid vacation, sick leave and/or
personal time), please provide the number of annual paid hours an entry-level employee
receives (after any probationary period), and the maximum potential number of paid
hours.
Number of Annual Paid
Maximum Potential
Number of Annual Paid
Hours: Entry-level
Hours
Paid vacation
Sick leave
Personal time off
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Training:
Q31. Which of the following types of training opportunities has your company provided?
This includes covering the cost of training or providing time off for training. (Please
mark all that apply.)
 On-the-job training (OJT)
 In-house training (aside from OJT)
 Factory schools
 Community and technical college programs
 Training from non-profit organizations (ABYC, AMTECH, ABBRA, etc.)
 Other – please specify: _______________________________________
 None
 Don’t know
Q32. [IF PROVIDE IN-HOUSE TRAINING] What methods of on-site training
do you offer, aside from OJT? (Please mark all that apply.)
 On-site classroom with instructors
 Self-directed training via CD’s
 Self-directed training on the Internet
 Self-directed training using paper materials
 Other - please specify: ___________________________________
 Don’t know
Q33. Has your company ever used state/federal workforce development funds or other
public funds to assist in your training needs?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
Q34. How effective have you found the following types of training to be?
Very
Somewhat
Not at all
effective
effective
effective
a. On-the-job (OJT)



b. In-house training, other



than OJT
c. Factory schools



d. Community and



technical college programs
e. Non-profit organizations



(ABYC, AMTECH, etc.)
f. Other - Please specify:
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Q35-38. To what extent do the following types of training positively influence your
hiring decisions when considering a particular candidate?

(Please enter a 3 if it GREATLY affects your hiring decision, a 2 if it S OMEWHAT affects
your decision and a 1 if it D O E S NOT affect your decision at all.)
OJT or
other inhouse
training
with a
previous
employer

Factory
schools

Community
and technical
college
programs –

Non-profit
organizations
(ABYC,
AMTECH,
etc.)

Marine carpenters
Marine electricians
Marine mechanics
Aluminum welders
Steel welders
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (closemolded)
Fiberglas/composite
technicians (openmolded)
Riggers
Assemblers
Patch & repair
Painters
Q39. This is the end of the survey. Do you have any additional thoughts you would like
to share or feedback about the survey?
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Q40. If you are willing to be contacted by WSU researchers to answer possible followup questions about your responses to this survey, please enter your contact information
below. This contact information will not be shared with any individual or organization
outside of the WSU researchers.
a. Name: _______________________________________________________
b. Company Name: _______________________________________________
c. Title:_________________________________________________________
d. Phone Number:_________________________________________________
e. Email:________________________________________________________
Thank you!
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A PP E N D I X C : 2009 SU RV E Y A D D I T I O N A L TA B L ES
The table below provides the distribution of employees among the key occupations
included in this survey. In keeping with the results presented throughout this report, this
table has been weighted to represent the industry as a whole.
2007 and 2009 Distribution of E mployees among K ey O ccupations
F igure 47

:

2007 and 2009 Distribution of Employees among Key Occupations

2007 Survey
O ccupations

Count

Marine Carpenters

2009 Survey
O ccupations

Count

Column %

520

Column %
12%

Marine Carpenters

483

17%

Marine Electricians

277

6%

Marine Electricians

367

13%

Marine Mechanics

666

15%

Marine Mechanics

546

20%

Steel Welders

166

6%

Aluminum Welders

172

6%

Fiberglas Tech. Closed

80

3%

Fiberglas Tech. Open

151

5%

Welders

427

10%

Fiberglas Laminators

379

9%

Composite Laminators

410

9%

NA (Not in 2009 survey)

--

--

Riggers

366

8%

Riggers

199

7%

Assemblers

703

16%

Assemblers

189

7%

Patch and Repair

296

7%

Patch and Repair

184

7%

Painters

313

7%

Painters

246

9%
100%

Total

4,357

25

100%

Total

2,783

The survey asked employers the number of hours of paid vacation, sick leave, and
personal time off they provide to employees at the entry level (after any probationary
period) and at the maximum level. The table below presents the median, minimum and
maximum number of hours from the 2007 and 2009 surveys.
2007 and 2009 A nnual Hours of Paid V acation, Sick L eave, and Personal T ime O ff
F igure 48

:

2007 and 2009 Annual Hours of Paid Vacation, Sick Leave, and Personal Time Off

2007 Survey

2009 Survey

Median
Minimum
Maximum
Median
Minimum
Maximum

Paid
E ntry
L evel
40 hours
0 hours
96 hours
40 hours
0 hours
82 hours

V acation
M aximum
L evel
80 hours
5 hours
256 hours
120 hours
40 hours
200 hours

Sick
E ntry
L evel
24 hours
0 hours
96 hours
40 hours
10 hours
80 hours

Leave
M aximum
L evel
30 hours
3 hours
120 hours
40 hours
20 hours
96 hours

Personal T ime O ff
E ntry
M aximum
L evel
L evel
5 hours
20 hours
0 hours
2 hours
80 hours
200 hours
8 hours
16 hours
0 hours
8 hours
40 hours
240 hours

25

This figure for total employment differs from that reported by the Washington Employment Security
Department because it is limited to the key occupations included in this survey.
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